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LA MANUFACTURE PRODUCT NAME1

Stack is a cushion casually tossed on top of 
another cushion. The sofa is merely a magnification 
of this all-too-common scenery. In order to convert 
the soft features of a cushion, an object with a 
frameless structure, into a structured piece of 
furniture, hidden elements were added to join the 
stacked elements together, securing them in such a 
way as to remain invisible.

Though the placement of the cushions 
might appear random, it actually took careful 
consideration and numerous prototypes to 
determine the best configuration. The production 
was conducted with extra effort and care in order 
to lend the design an effortless and care-free look.
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LA MANUFACTURE4 STACK

MATERIALS AND FINISHES

Upholstery: Fabric or leather
Structure: Black lacquered MDF

COLORS

Structure:

VARIANTS AND SIZES Oki Sato was born in 1977 in Toronto, Canada. 
Received M.Arch. from Waseda University, Tokyo 
in 2002. Established design studio “Nendo” in 
the same year. Activity in the design world has 
not been limited to any one area but is rather 
multifarious, spanning from graphic and product 
design to designing furniture, installations, 
windows, and interiors, and even reaches into the 
realm of architecture. 
Chosen by Newsweek magazine as one of “The 
100 Most Respected Japanese” and won many 
“Designer of the Year” of major awards include 
from Wallpaper* magazine and ELLE Decoration 
magazine. Nendo designs can be found in the 
Museum of Modern Art in New York, as well as 
Musee des Arts décoratifs and Centre Pompidou in 
Paris. Among his many collaborations: Cappellini, 
Moroso, DePadova, Puma and Flos.

La Manufacture is a brand where design and 
fashion collide. A brand where a certain je ne 
sais quoi of French allure meets the best Italian 
craftsmanship. A certain idea of French lifestyle 
(re) interpreted by world-renowned international 
designers. Each collection will highlight world-
class craftsmanship, timeless aesthetics and 
enduring quality.

3, rue Edouard VII
75009 Paris — France
+33 142653746
contact@lamanufacture-paris.fr
lamanufacture-paris.fr
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Pouf with cushion - HS 420mm 
Size: W2000xD1300xH650mm
W78" 47/64 xD35" 3/8 xH25" 5/8

Pouf with cushion - HS 420mm 
Size: W2400xD1550xH800mm

W94" 1/2 xD61" xH31" 1/2

Pouf with 2 cushions - HS 420mm 
Size: W3140xD1800xH900mm
W 123" 5/8 xD70" 7/8 xH35" 3/8 

Pouf with cushion - HS 420mm 
Size: W2400xD1800xH740mm

W 70" 7/8 xD94" 1/2 xH29" 1/8 


